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Stefano Gabbana of fashion powerhouse Dolce & Gabbana, on the brand’s spring/summer 2016 collection. The designer, 
who was in Beijing last November for a promotional event with his partner Dolce, spoke to China Daily about the Chinese 
inspiration behind some (well, three) of the garments in their most recent line. The outfits do indeed make a ‘China connec-
tion,’ with collars in the style of a qipao and toned-down silhouettes that look quite unlike the rest of the frilly, feminine col-
lection. Chinese tourists are no doubt a big chunk of D&G’s customer base, but we doubt that any Chinese traveler visiting 
Italy would be seen wearing anything like this. So… is this another out-dated and stereotypical view of Asian culture from 
the West? Yup. Could it also be yet another example of insensitivity from the designers who condemned IVF in March last 
year? It looks so, sadly. 

Sweater Love

“WE LOOKED AT HOW GLOBAL TRAVELERS ENJOY 
SUMMER IN  I TALY .  FOR  EXAMPLE ,  THE  CH INESE  
P IECES ,  WH ICH  ARE  TRAD I T IONAL CH INESE  
CLOTHES WITH  I TAL IAN  EMBELL ISHMENTS AND 
JEWELS ,  REPRESENT CH INESE  TOUR ISTS  WHO 
ARR IVE  IN  I TALY AND CANNOT WA IT TO  ABSORB THE  
LOCAL MOOD AND CULTURE“

Wacky Prints
 

Louis Vuitton City App

For fashion types in the know (i.e. those Monocle and Kinfolk readers 
among you), the Louis Vuitton City Guides collection is a must-
have for traveling in style. The guidebooks claim to be 'anti-tourist' 
by providing off-the-beaten-track info about the hippest hotels, 
restaurants, nightlife hotspots and cultural districts of major cities 
around the world. They’ve recently had a digital makeover, and now 
come in the form of handy apps you can download on your phone or 
tablet. Among the 25 metropolises featured are, of course, Beijing 
and Shanghai, which makes this the perfect prop to entertain your 
folks next time they visit (assuming they are as hip as you of course). 
In addition to the app, limited-edition box sets of Louis Vuitton’s 
printed city guides are also available, as well as monogram iPhone 6 
and 6+ cases in four different colors. Your Chinese New Year present 
sorted. 
Download now on the Apple App Store and Google Play

Cocoa Cover

— For those who don’t know 
you… What’s Lalu?
Lalu is a natural skincare line 
made of 100-percent natural 
ingredients such as butters and 
essential oils. Most of the ingredi-
ents are actually edible!
— How did you start making 
natural cosmetics?
I’ve been interested in cosmetics 
and body care products for a few 
years already – I’ve always liked 
to experiment with ingredients 
and make my own creams. When 
I moved to Shanghai it was a has-
sle to find products that worked 
for me, particularly since I’m 
dark-skinned and suffer from 
a few allergies. Many products 
have whitening additives here, 
which made the whole quest for 
stuff I could use even more diffi-
cult. That’s why I decided to start 
making my own products, first 
for myself and then for others.
— You recently launched your Weidian 
store. What can we find on it?
You can find my entire range of products, 
from body creams to face masks and scrubs. 
Now it is much easier to find me and order. 
— Do you have a favorite product?  
I have two favorites: the face cream and lip 
balm. Actually, scrap that. I love them all.
— How do you choose your ingredients 
and blends?
I wanted Lalu products to look like and re-
mind us of food. After all, it is food for our 
skin. For fragrances, I mostly use scents I am 
familiar with or love, although some are sea-
sonal and change throughout the year. I am 
also inspired by places I’ve lived in or visited. 

For the bases I use a lot of shea butter, 
which is one of the best moisturizers you 
can find, and it is only produced in Africa. 
Coming from Senegal, I had to put it into 
my products. I have been raised with it, or 
should I say dipped in it, since birth. 
— Are there any products you tried 
making that didn’t work out?
My first creams and lip balms were a disas-
ter! They were so hard that I couldn’t even 
break them; it was a complete mess. That’s 
when I learned that respecting scales and 

recipes are very important for creating con-
sistent, high-quality products. 
— What are you currently working on? 
Building the brand and its reputation. I’m 
also redesigning the packaging, working on a 
proper website and expanding the label. I’m 
basically going from ‘want-repreneur’ to be-
ing a [fully responsible] entrepreneur.
— Have you ever had the urge to taste 
your products? They smell delicious. 
I taste most of them, especially the scrubs. 
The pumpkin spice scrub could almost be 
a base for a cake if I didn’t add so much 
Himalayan salt. Customers constantly tell me 
how my products smell like food or desserts 
and they are tempted to eat them. 
— The one beauty product you couldn’t 
live without is…
Lip balm - I just can’t! I am having a panic at-
tack just thinking about losing it. Next ques-
tion please…
— What’s in your bag right now? 
Two pairs of gloves (don’t ask why), my 
make-up bag, one asthma inhaler, keys, 
a lollipop (it’s been there for about three 
months), a wet wipe, chocolate, toothpaste, 
mirror, two kinds of lip balm (just in case I 
lose one), some coins and one earplug.
Visit Lalu’s Weidian store at www.weidian.com/

s/819461844 

Adja Sy, founder of 
Lalu 

Edi ted by Mar ianna Cer in i  /   b jedi tor@urbanatomy.com

LIFE & STYLELIFE & STYLE
STYLE RADAR

SPOTLIGHT

MADE IN  CHINA UNDER THE LENS

OVERHEARD

Modern life has created the need (or 
want) for countless accessories to 
complement our attires, from head-
bands and bracelets to sprout hairpins 
and lens-less glasses. While some are 
obviously of questionable taste, oth-
ers make for statement pieces – the 
key little details that bring drab looks 
to life. Items from accessory brand 
KaKoKo belong to the latter category. 
Started by Serbian Marina Zilic, an 
English teacher who’s been living in 
Beijing for three years, the venture 
does subtle, original jewelry pieces 
that serve as perfect outfit-trimmings. 
Currently, our favorites from Zilic’s 
collection are a series of bird-shaped 
brooches crafted in leather (real and 
imitation), fabric and buttons. 

“I started working on the birds as a 
hobby, spurned on by the craving for 
authentic jewelry,” she says. “There’s 
no rule on how to wear them – just use 
your imagination.” 

KaKoKo is a Serbian expression that 
means: “some do, some don’t (like).” 
But it’s hard to think of anyone who 
wouldn’t fall for these dope little birds. 
RMB80-100 per badge.  
Contact Marina on WeChat @MangoZilic or by 

email at zilicmarina88@gmail.com

Long hail the 
sweater, the 
garment that 
thrives in chilly 
weather, works 
perfectly with 
layers and an-
nihilates even the  air 
Siberian winds. Our favorites here in China 
are those by Cob Originals. Unisex, snug and 
pretty darn hip, they come in funky typogra-
phies and relaxed styles, mixing English and 
Chinese expressions to seriously fun effect. 
Pictured above is the ‘You’re Too Mafan’ 
sweater, whose design was created in collab-
oration with Shanghai-based artist Grayson 
Stallings. Must-have item of 2016. RMB480.  
 www.coboriginals.com

iPhones. Everyone (ok, almost everyone) 
has one. How boring, we say. How homog-
enous. But also how convenient (the phone’s 
pretty good, there’s no doubt about that). 
So how do you make yours stand out from 
the throng? Put a cover on it. Better yet, 
choose one from Beijing design collective 
Veins Design Collaborative (VDC). Showing 

a wavy graphic pattern rendered in 
brushstroke-like lines, each case is 

genuinely really cool. Extra 
tip: scan the ‘keyword’ on 

the card that comes with 
the cover and download 

the same design as your 
phone wallpaper. RMB100.  

veinsdesign.tumblr.com
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04Mango
RMB299

> shop.mango.com/CN 

09 ASOS
RMB209.30
> www.asos.com

03Jack Wills
RMB279.06

 > www.asos.com

1 1  Zara
RMB259
> www.zara.cn 

05Pull&Bear
RMB149

 > www.pullandbear.cn

08 COS
RMB550
> www.cosstores.com 

06Esprit
RMB337.20 

 > www.asos.com

1 0 H&M
RMB149
> ww.hm.com

07 Zara
RMB199 
> www.zara.cn

1 2 Zara
RMB89
> www.zara.cn
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Snug Scarves to Fight Off Winter
by Mar ianna  Cer in i

L I F E  &  S T Y L E  |  F A S H I O N

COS
RMB350 

> www.cosstores.com

01

H&M
RMB199

 > www.hm.com

02

01

Baby, it’s cold outside. What’s the best way to keep warm? 
A scarf. Any style goes for the ultimate winter fashion remedy 

this season. Pick a huge, blanket-like one, a la Lenny Kravitz, 
or a knitted number that would make your grandma proud. 

Here’s our edit of the hippest for this chilly, chilly January. 

10 
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T wo photographers and a stylist have 
taken over the sidewalk of a leafy 
street in Shanghai’s former French 

Concession for a weekend photo shoot. It is 
a familiar scene. But this time, the subject is 
neither a soon-to-be-married couple posing 
for wedding photos, nor a woman toting a local 
brand’s latest winter trends. It’s a child, or to 
be more precise: a toddler. Gao Yu is 3 years 
old. 

The seemingly happy boy is wearing 
leather pants and a bomber jacket, bright 
red sneakers and a sweater with a monster 
drawn on it. All the items are from a Taobao 
store specializing in children’s wear. He 
poses, balanced on the curb, making endless 
different faces for the camera until another 
kid cycles past on a bike and steals his atten-
tion. 

“One more,” says the photographer. “No 
thank you,” the youngster responds politely. 
And, just like that, the shoot is suspended. 

“Can I go pee now?” the boy asks his mum, 
who has checked every single shot on the 
photographer’s camera screen. “Yes, but you 
only have five minutes,” she replies. “We still 
have two more outfits for the catalog.” 

Such is the life of a child model. Fueled by 
an exponential growth in demand for chil-
dren’s wear and items, child modeling has 
become a highly lucrative slice of China’s 
fashion and media industries in recent years. 

According to the country’s National Bureau 
of Statistics, urban Chinese parents of only 
children devote nearly 30 percent of their 
expenditure to items for their offspring. This, 
in turn, has created a need for young models 
and baby actors to advertise products – from 
clothes and costumes to strollers and toys. 
Many parents have taken advantage of this 
opportunity to make a little extra income 
from the trend.

Gao Yu is one of the tens of thousands of 
underage models currently working in China, 
according to estimates from the industry 
insiders we speak to. Eager to ride the ‘kids’ 
wave,’ modeling agencies (or divisions of 
larger agencies) specifically targeting chil-
dren have sprung up across the country. A 

Baidu search returns results for over 300, 
with many based in Shenzhen or Guangzhou, 
as well as in second- and third-tier cities. In 
addition to photography and booking servic-
es, they also offer training and talent classes 
to teach kids how to walk down the runway, 
act or sing. 

A booker at a Guangzhou agency, who 
asked to remain anonymous, says he has seen 
the number of child applicants grow by 50 
percent in the past three years. 

“There’s a lot of demand from brands, 
particularly with the rise of Tmall,” he says. 
“But a lot of parents also sign their kids up in 
search of notoriety.” 

Children’s agencies may produce cuter pic-
tures, but their business is just as ruthless as 
their adult counterparts. In most cases, they 
demand large sums of money to enroll a child 
on their roster, before demanding 60 or 70 
percent of proceeds made from runways or 
photo shoots. The absence of specific regula-
tions for child modeling in China means that 
agents can compel kids to skip school so they 
can attend castings or shows. Moreover, the 
coaches teaching modeling classes often lack 
proper qualifications. 

Child modeling is a murky, unregulated in-
dustry that leaves many with no real chance 
of a sustainable career as a model, argues 
Chen Bing, owner of Catfree Kids, a modeling 
agency based in Suzhou.

“It’s a sector full of sharks,” he says. “Many 
agents or agencies don’t even select the kids 
or have minimum age requirements. They 
just sign them up and ask parents to pay up. 
Unsurprisingly, these children end up not 
getting any jobs.” 

Marketing itself as ‘boutique,’ Catfree 
Kids differs from many larger agencies, Chen 
argues. 

“We only have around 110 kids, which 
makes us the smallest child modeling agency 
in the Yangtze area,” he says. “Yet we have 
families coming from all over the country 
to work with us – even a girl from Dongbei 
[Northeast China], believe it or not.” 

Indeed, at one of Catfree’s talent classes 
we meet kids from Shandong, Nanjing, Henan 

Words  by Mar ianna  Cer in i

Add i t iona l  repor t ing  by  Tongfe i  Zhang

Photos  by N icky A lmasy
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"It’s a sector full of sharks. Many 
agencies don’t even select 

the kids or have minimum age 
requirements. They just sign 

them up and ask parents to pay"

Is China's Fashion Industry 
Exploiting its Youngest Stars?

F E A T U R E  |  L I F E  &  S T Y L E  
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and Shanghai. They are here to attend a 
‘posture session,’ where a 20-something 
former model shows them how to strike a 
pose, walk up and down a room, and stand 
still “elegantly.” 

Lined up in front of a floor-to-ceiling 
mirror, the children – aged 4 to 7 – listen 
sleepily to the teacher. Two boys make faces 
at one another, while a girl keeps checking 
herself out. Chen says most kids love the 
lessons. But, at a glance, they mostly seem 
bored. 

Classes cost RMB3,500 per semester 
and only allow 15 kids at a time, Chen says 
proudly. They are only held on weekends or 
during summer holidays, so aspiring mod-
els don’t miss school – and so parents can 
find the time to travel to Suzhou. Families 
can make back the cost of class fees through 
a couple of photo shoots, and after ‘graduat-
ing’ from the course, training becomes free. 

“We try to keep it fairly simple for both 
parents and kids,” the businessman says. 

“The main criterion 
is to be cute. You can 
learn the rest here.”

Meanwhile, things 
are more animated 

next door in Catfree Kids’ photography stu-
dio – the company’s main source of income. 
Tmall brands from across the country send 
clothes for catalogs and ad campaigns here, 
where the agency’s full-time models – those 
who have ‘graduated’ from the classes – 
pose for the camera in them. 

The room is wide and brightly lit with 
a handful of bean bags on the floor. One 
corner is piled up with toys and a make-
shift bed (for unplanned afternoon naps, 
perhaps). At a makeup station covered in 
blushers, lipsticks and whitening oint-
ments, a stylist is busy working on Yang 
Yang, a 7-year-old from Wuxi. She’s booked 
for a Chinese New Year-themed shoot – lots 
of red dresses and traditional Chinese gar-
ments – and seems excited about it. 

“Yang Yang likes being photographed,” 
her mom says. “She’s a natural. Everyone 
kept telling me how pretty she was, so 
[coming here] seemed the obvious thing to 
do. She loves dressing up in cute dresses 

and gowns. She feels like a little princess. 
And she is.”

As the shoot starts, the small girl twirls 
in circles endlessly, smiles, sticks her 
tongue out, smiles again. She goes through 
three outfits, redoing her makeup after 
each one. The shoot lasts one hour, but she 
seems to genuinely enjoy it. 

“This is mostly about her having fun,” her 
mom continues. “Whether she’ll continue 
or not in the future depends on her studies. 
But this helps her confidence. We certainly 
aren’t doing it for the money.” 

For many parents, however, a chance at 
fame is a real incentive. It is also an increas-
ingly achievable one – children’s profiles 
in popular Chinese culture have never 
been higher. Reality TV shows like Baba 
Qu Nar? which sees celebrity fathers and 
their children undertaking adventurous 
challenges around the country, have been 
hugely successful. Other popular shows 
include The First Time (essentially the same 
concept, but with mothers and kids) and 
The Strongest Child, in which children live 
by themselves for 72 hours and face a series 
of vexing tasks and new environments. 

Child celebrities have emerged as a 

result, including Wang Shiling (aka Angela 
Wang), the daughter of film director Wang 
Yuelun. She shot to fame in 2013 after ap-
pearing as a 4-year-old on Baba Qu Nar? 
The young star has since become one of the 
country’s most buzzed about celebs (espe-
cially since walking Ralph Lauren’s chil-
dren's runway show in New York in 2014). 
Similarly, 9-year-old Xiu Qiu also achieved 
celebrity status earlier this year, when she 
became the first Chinese child model to ap-
pear at Paris Haute Couture Fashion Week 
for Chinese designer Laurence Xu. 

Both girls have benefited from family 
connections (Xiu is said to be related to the 
designer Xu). But that isn’t tempering the 
ambitions of some of Catfree’s models, like 
6-year-old Maris Victory Whajah.

“I want to be rich and famous,” she says. 
A beautiful, curly-haired child born to a Chi-
nese mother and a Ghanaian father, Maris 
travels here every week from Nanjing. She 
started modeling with Catfree a year ago 
and has since walked Shanghai and China 
Fashion Week, shot catalogues for inter-
national brands and appeared on Hunan 
TV. To help her focus on her career, Maris’ 
parents decided to home-school her earlier 

this year. 
“Modeling makes me feel beautiful, espe-

cially when I do makeup and wear pretty 
dresses,” she says before dashing off in 
front of a camera to shoot a casting video. 
“I want to be a model when I grow up too. 
I don’t miss school at all; I’m too busy with 
my job.”

Her mum seems to be of the same opin-
ion: “Her dad and I just hope she’ll be tall 
enough to keep doing this once she’s a 
teenager,” she says. “The plan is to send her 
to Brazil so she can perfect her skills. Her 
looks make her different from the other 
children, and that’s definitely an advantage 
moving forward.

“Maris was born to do this,” she contin-
ues. “She did an outdoor photo shoot in the 
summer for a winter collection, under the 
sun and in almost 40 degrees Celsius, and 
she didn’t complain a single bit. That’s rare, 
if you ask me.” 

As we talk, a flurry of other kids enter 
the studio, kicking a football and screaming 
at each other. Some, like Wang Yi, a 10-year-
old from Hubei (who wants to “keep mode-
ling in the future” because “I just like it a lot 
and you get to make a lot of friends”) is next 

up for shooting. Others are here with their 
parents to see whether they have what it 
takes to join Catfree. 

One 3-year-old boy, here from Shanghai 
with his mom, is not what they are looking 
for, apparently. “The owner said my son is 
too young,” the mom explains, referring to 
Chen with a look of disappointment. “Per-
haps we’ll try again next year.” 

Luckily, the kid doesn’t seem too both-
ered, though the impact of such rejection on 
children’s self-esteem is unknown. At such 
young ages, many of the child models have 
no idea what a career centered on looks 
entails. They are unaware that, depending 
on how their bodies change, they may face 
lesser demand in the future. And from my 
visit to Catfree, I am not sure their parents 
fully grasp the consequences either. 

Indeed, when I ask Maris to name the 
hardest thing about being a model, her 
answer is slightly heartbreaking: “I don’t 
like when they don’t choose me because I 
am not pretty enough,” she says in an upset 
voice. “And I hate when I lose a tooth and 
can’t smile for a while because it doesn’t 
look pretty in pictures. I want to always be 
pretty.” █
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"I want to be a model 
when I grow up. I don’t 
miss school at all; I’m 
too busy with my job"
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SCENE                       
& HEARD

COS

A few years ago, only a handful of people 
would have known about COS. Now, it’s hard 
to imagine the high-street landscape without 
it – both abroad and here in China. The 
Swedish retailer (which is part of the same 
company that owns H&M) has become a 
wardrobe savior; a go-to for minimal, simple 
and almost anonymous clothing. Its dress 
code, which follows a ‘less is more’ ethos, 
is all about well-constructed pieces, stylish 
basics, high-quality materials and geometric 
jewelry. There’s a casual complexity to COS’s 
aesthetic that’s hard not to like, and the 
Beijing market seems to have fallen for it. 
The brand recently expanded into a huge, 
glassy flagship in the heart of Taikoo Li South 
– a prime and pricey location for any retailer 
these days. Spanning two floors and 330sqm, 
the store carries both women’s and men’s 
collections. The space’s white-washed floors, 
wide windows and grey fixtures mirror the 
volumes and proportion of the outfits on 
display. COS is a destination for those with 
clean, defined style – recognizable without 
being overly conspicuous. 
Taikoo Li South, 19 Sanlitun Lu, Chaoyang 朝阳区三里

屯路 19号太苦李南区

SCENE                       
& HEARD

1 3 2 FEI  SPACE ,  L IANGMAQIAO

One of the first indie, multi-brand boutiques 
to open in Beijing (in 798 circa 2008, when 
the art district was still relatively edgy), the 
original Fei Space was known for combining 
rarefied labels with the cool energy of 
London’s indoor markets – concrete floors 
and corrugated-iron lamps. As well as 
offering pop-ups in malls and quality online 
shopping, it was the first store to bring 
brands like Mark Schwab, the Cambridge 
Satchel Company and Topshop to China. 
Now, the venture has replicated its hipper-
than-thou vibe in a long, brightly lit shop 
on the first floor of The Grand Summit by 
Liangmaqiao. Unlike its older sibling in 
798, this new outpost only carries domestic 
brands, making it the perfect spot to stock 
up on (or take a gander at) local designs. 
Browse the racks and artfully edited tables 
to find names like Elysee Yang, Victor Zhu (a 
Woolmark Prize finalist), V Major and Yvmin. 
The friendly staff is on hand to tell you more 
about the designers, but highly informative 
introductory cards can also be found next to 
each rack, offering insight into the clothes 
the creatives behind them. 
F106, The Grand Summit, 19 Dongfang Dong Lu, 

Chaoyang 朝阳区东方东路 19号官舍 F106号 (8531 

5112)

R  FACTORY

A retro-pop aesthetic and a witty sense 
of humor have made accessory brand R 
Factory a cult favorite. The label – which 
recently launched a dope Star Wars-inspired 
collection of shoes, wallets and totes – offers 
beautifully crafted items featuring leopard 
prints, metallic details or snakeskin effects 
(all in the softest Italian leather). From 
clutches to backpacks, wallets to duffle bags, 
each item packs edginess aplenty, reflecting 
designer Wu Yingnan’s own badass attitude 
to fashion. Eager to bring her vision to the 
masses, Wu has just set up a ‘public’ brick-
and-mortar presence at The Place (R Factory 
previously operated out of a hutong studio, 
by appointment only). The space has an 
industrial feel – all geometric corners, neon 
lights and sharp lines. It carries the venture’s 
latest (albeit small) collections, which span 
names like MT Fake, Monster and Screw You. 
Lady bosses looking for a new bag, check 
this out.
The Place, 3F, 9 Guanghua Lu, Chaoyang 朝阳区光华路

9号世贸天街 3楼
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PORTRAIT OF                
CHINA
 by Mar ianna Cer in i                             

Gu Longbao |  72

I like reading and 
watching TV shows. 
There’s one program 
called Zoubian Zhongguo 
(Traveling Around China) 
that I really enjoy. 

I am a bit of a barber too. 
Sometimes I help neighbors 

and friends with their hairdos. 

I am currently 
helping my son-

in-law with some 
contracting 

projects, like 
fixing these 

fences next to me. 


